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polderbits sound recorder and editor is a professional sound recording and editing software with a unique style and powerful functions. users can easily record and edit sound files, such as cd, dvd, internet radio, and so on. besides, it supports a large number of audio formats, such as wav,
mp3, aac, aac+, m4a, mp2, ogg, and so on. polderbits sound recorder and editor has a wide range of functions, such as sound recording, sound file editing, and so on. it is a powerful sound recording and editing software. it supports a wide range of audio formats, such as wav, mp3, aac,
aac+, m4a, mp2, ogg, and so on. polderbits sound recorder and editor supports a wide range of audio formats, such as wav, mp3, aac, aac+, m4a, mp2, ogg, and so on. it allows you to record the sound source you want and convert it into different formats. polderbits sound recorder and

editor is a comprehensive sound recording and editing software. it helps you record the sound source you want and convert it into different formats. and the software supports a wide range of audio formats, such as wav, mp3, aac, aac+, m4a, mp2, ogg, and so on. polderbits sound
recorder and editor helps you transfer tapes, lps, live performances, internet radio, youtube audio, tv, dvd, or any other sound source to your hard drive. the software helps protect your valuable recordings--just set the sound source, the recording quality, and volume, then start recording.

the editor automatically splits your wave recording into multiple tracks, and you can trim the start and end of each track or use fade-in and fade-out functions. you can save recordings in wav or mpeg (mp3) media formats, and then use your standard cd-burner software to burn your
recordings to cd. it includes a click and crackle filter for cleaning vinyl records, a noise filter for cassette-tape recordings, and an equalizer to enhance the sound quality of all recordings.
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this is the best sound recorder ever made. i have used other programs in the past and none come close to the ease of use, quality and variety of features that polderbits has to offer. i am so used to it, i hardly ever use anything else. the biggest problem i had was the setup. i tried to get a
new program installed on my computer and just couldnt get it to work. i spent the better part of 3 days trying to get my computer to use a polderbits installation. eventually i just took the laptop back to the store and they did it for me. thanks for the great work on polderbits. i cant live

without it. polderbits is a simple sound recorder that is simple to use. at no time did i have any problem recording sound. the recorded sound is clear and without any noise. what it does not record is any effects sound made by your own computer. it is a great tool to use if you would like to
record sound from your computer. i started using polderbits soundrecorder and editor back in 1999 when i first bought a computer. i knew that the sound quality in my music was lousy. i used to have to buy the cd with the stereo headphones on so i could listen to it on my computer. i

went to the computer store to buy a sound card so i could hook the headphones up to the soundcard. while i was at the store they had a demo of polderbits. i bought it. i ran it and it was everything i needed. it took a lot of getting used to, but i didnt have to buy a new sound card for about
a year or so. i still use polderbits to this day. all of my music and movies are now stored on my computer and the quality is much better. i dont ever have to use the stereo headphones anymore. i still have to use it when i travel, but it is a lot easier to use the computer speakers instead of

the headphones. 5ec8ef588b
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